PRIDE NAME: ___________________________________

DIRECTIONS: Work with your Pride to create two tableaus showing the main conflict and resolution in The Lion King KIDS.

1. What is the main conflict in The Lion King KIDS? __________________________________________

2. What is the resolution? _________________________________________________________________

3. Work with your Pride to create two tableaus. A tableau is a silent, frozen stage picture made by the actors' bodies.
   - The first tableau should show the main conflict in The Lion King KIDS. The second tableau should show the resolution.
   - Everyone in your Pride must be in both tableaus. If you are not a character, you can be anything in the environment (examples: cave, tree, sun).

4. If time allows, work with your Pride to come up with a creative way to silently transition from your first tableau to your second tableau. The transition should tell the audience what happens in the story between the two tableaus.
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